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ABSTRACT 

Background. The apoptotic inducing factor (AIF) level increases in the brain of patients with diabetic disease. 

Objectives. This study aimed to investigate whether endurance training could alleviate apoptosis in the cerebellum of 

diabetic rats. Methods. Twenty rats were randomly allocated in four groups including 1) healthy control, 2) healthy 

trained, 3) diabetic, and 4) diabetic trained groups. Diabetes was induced by intraperitoneal injection a single dose of 

Streptozotocin (45 mg/kg). Training programs on the treadmill were performed at moderate intensity 5 days a week 

for 6 weeks. The activities apoptotic inducing factor was analyzed in cerebellum of animals at the end of experiment 

by ELISA method. Results. Our results showed that following six weeks endurance exercise training decreased 

cytosolic release of apoptotic inducing factor (AIF) in cerebellum of diabetic rats. Conclusion. Our results confirmed 

that endurance training may be improves brain functions. Understanding mechanisms of exercise on brain functions 

may lead to the development of novel therapeutic strategy for neurodegenerative disorders such as type 1 diabetes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Diabetes is a type of metabolic disease that 

causes functional changes in the nervous that has 

been increasing in the last decades (1, 2). 

Autonomic and peripheral neuropathy are well 

known complications in diabetic patients (3). 

There is increasing evidence that diabetes 

condition is associated with some forms of 

neuropathy. Insulin signaling in the brain 

regulates neuronal survival, synaptic plasticity 

and cognitive and locomotor functions (4). One 

particular brain region where high expression of 

insulin receptor has been found is the cerebellar 

cortex (5). Previous studies in humans and 

experimental animals have shown that locomotor 

abnormality, cognition impairment and sensory 

discrimination in diabetic patients may be due to 

molecular and pathological changes in 

cerebellum (6). Ultrastructural changes and an 

increase in apoptotic activity have been reported 

in cerebellum of the type 1 diabetic rats (7). 

Apoptosis is well-coordinated and strictly 

controlled process in which cytotoxic insults 

result in cellular proteolysis and DNA 

fragmentation. In the intrinsic pathway of 

apoptosis, pro apoptotic signals such as the pro-

apoptotic Bcl-2 family proteins Bax and Bak) 
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translocate to the mitochondria, resulting in 

mitochondrial membrane premeabilization. This 

in turn provides as route for release of 

intermembrane space proteins such as 

cytochrome c and apoptosis inducing factor (AIF) 

into the cytosol that promotes the formation of the 

apoptosome and cell death. (8, 9). Atrophy of the 

cerebellum has been reported in diabetic patients, 

and this is not associated with the duration of the 

disease or glycemic control (10, 11). Increasing 

evidence has shown that exercise can be a 

powerful tool to reduce the symptoms of 

neuropathy, in particular, cognitive impairment 

and abnormal motor function in various 

neurological disorders. It is now clear that 

optional exercise can stimulate neurogenesis, 

increase resistance to brain failure, and improve 

learning and mental function in diabetic patients 

(12). Endurance exercise training can prevent the 

onset the natural history of diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy (13). 

According to best of our knowledge, there is 

little evidence about the potential protective effect 

of endurance exercise against oxidative stress and 

apoptosis in the cerebellum of diabetic animal. 

Therefore the present study was aimed to 

investigate whether endurance training could 

alleviate apoptosis in the cerebellum of 

streptozotocin (STZ) induced diabetic rats. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Experimental Animals and Grouping. In this 

experimental study, twenty healthy adult male Wistar 

rats (200 - 220 g) were obtained from the 

experimental animal holding of Shahid Chamran 

University of Ahavz, Ahvaz, Iran. The animals were 

housed in standard cages and maintained under 

controlled room temperature (23 ± 1 °C) and 55 ± 4% 

humidity with 12/12 h light/dark cycle. They were 

provided rat chow (Pars, Tehran, Iran) and water at 

libitum. All animals used were cared for according to 

the guide for the care and use of laboratory animals 

by the national academy of sciences (National 

Institutes of Health publication No. 86 - 23). All rats 

were housed in conventional conditions and fed 

standard diet and water ad libitum at the animal 

facility for 1 week before experiments began. 

Animals were allocated to the following groups: (1) 

normal control group, in which diabetes was not 

induced (CON; n = 5), (2) normal exercise group, in 

which diabetes was not induced but the rats were 

subjected to treadmill exercise (TH; n = 5); (3) 

diabetes control group, in which diabetes was 

induced but the rats were not subjected to exercise 

(DC; n = 5) and (4) diabetes exercise group, in which 

diabetes was induced and the rats were subjected to 

treadmill exercise (TD; n = 5). Animals in DC and 

TD groups were injected a single intraperitoneal 

injection of 50 mg/kg STZ dissolved in 0.9% NaCl 

after 12 h fasting. On the second day after injection, 

all injected rats were checked for the induction of 

diabetes by assessment of blood glucose levels by tail 

prick using hand held glucometer (EasyGluco, 

Mainland, China). Animals with fasting blood 

glucose levels above 250 mg/dL were accepted as 

diabetic. The CON and TH groups received only a 

saline injection. After diabetes induction exercise 

training was began. All experimental protocols were 

approved by an ethics committee of Shahid Chamran 

University of Ahvaz for animal and human 

experiments (EE/97.24.3.69971/scu.ac.ir) and were 

in accordance with international ethical standards 

(14). 

Exercise Training Protocols. The rats in the 

TH and TD were subjected to moderate intensity 

treadmill exercise 5 days per week for 6 weeks. 

The speed and duration of the treadmill exercise 

were gradually increased from 10 m/min for 10 

min (grade 0%) in the 1st week to 10 m/min for 

20 min (grade 0%) in the 2nd week, 14 – 15 

m/min for 20 min (grade 0%) in the 3rd week, 14 

- 15 m/min for 30 min (grade 0%) in the 4th week, 

and 17 – 18 m/min for 30 min (grade 0%) from 

the 5th week. Exercise stayed constant as same as 

week 5 for last week to obtain the given 

adaptations under steady state condition. 

Tissue Sampling. At the end of experiment, 

all animals were sacrificed under ether anesthesia. 

They were decapitated; their cerebellums were 

removed with dissection and tissues were frozen 

in -70ºC for subsequent analysis. 

Evaluation of Cytosolic Level of AIF. To 

obtain cytosolic protein, tissues were minced and 

gently homogenized with 4 volumes of ice cold lysis 

buffer containing 0.25 M sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 

pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, and 250 μg/ml bovine serum 

albumin. Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Sigma, St. 

Louis, MO, USA) were added to the samples. 

Samples where then centrifuged at 14,000 × g for 15 

min at 4°C. Supernatants, containing predominantly 

soluble protein, were stored at −80°C until ELISA 

analysis. Protein concentration of the supernatant 

was estimated using the Bradford technique. AIF 

concentration was measured using rat specific 

ELISA kit (MyBioscience, USA) and expressed as 

ng/mg protein. The limit of detection of AIF was 

0.05 ng/ml, and the intra-assay and interassay 
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coefficients of variation were less than 10% and 

11%, respectively. 

Statistical Analysis. All statistical surveys 

were performed using SPSS version 20 software 

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Data was 

presented as mean ± SEM. Initially, the normal 

distribution of data and the homogeneity of 

variances were performed using Shapiro-Wilk 

tests and Leven was evaluated. One way analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey post hoc test 

were applied for multiple comparisons of 

different factors between groups. The level of 

significance for all tests was set at p<0.05. 

RESULTS 

Effect of Endurance Training on Blood 

Glucose Level. Blood glucose level was 

significantly increased 48 h after STZ injection in 

DC and TD groups (p<0.05) (Figure 1). 

Endurance training had no significant effects on 

blood glucose concentration in TD groups 

between 1 to 4 weeks after diabetes induction 

(p<0.05), while it caused reduction of blood 

glucose level at 5th and 6th weeks of experiment 

compared with DC groups (p<0.05) (Figure 1). 

Exercise program had no obvious effects on blood 

serum of healthy animals during the experiments 

(p<0.05) (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. The alteration of blood glucose concentration in different experimental groups before and after diabetes induction. Data was 

obtained from 10 animals in each group at each studied time. Values are presented as mean ± SEM. Different number of * show significant 

difference at p<0.05. CON: healthy group; DC: untrained, diabetic group; TH: healthy, trained group; TD: diabetic, trained group. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Cytosolic level of apoptotic inducing factor (AIF) in cerebellum of different experimental animals. The level of each studied 

factor was normalized relative to total tissue protein concentration and expressed as ng/mg protein. Data was obtained from 10 animals in 

each group. Values are presented as mean ± SEM. Different letters demonstrate significant difference between groups at p<0.05. CON: 

healthy group; DC: untrained, diabetic group; TH: healthy, trained group; TD: diabetic, trained group. 
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Effect of Endurance Training on Release 

AIF into the Cytosol 

A significant elevation of cytoplasmic level 

and AIF was observed in cerebellum of diabetic 

rats 6 weeks following diabetes induction 

(p<0.05) (Figure 2). Our results showed that the 

levels of both protein was decreased in 

cerebellum of diabetic rats following 6 weeks 

endurance training (p<0.05) (Figure 2). Trained, 

healthy animals showed lower level AIF 

concentrations compared with healthy, untrained 

animals (p<0.05) (Figure 2). 

DISCUSSION 
Diabetes slows brain activity and reduces 

mental flexibility and can interfere with daily 

functioning and have adverse effects on the quality 

of life of diabetic patients (15). In addition, in 

diabetic conditions, hyperglycemic stress causes 

oxidative damage to mitochondria, which may lead 

to apoptosis and cell death (16, 17). However, few 

studies have explained the alteration of cerebellar 

cellular mechanisms following aerobic exercise 

(18, 19). So far, little is known about the protective 

effect of endurance exercise on the apoptosis 

process in the cerebellum of diabetic rats. In the 

present study, we investigated the possible 

protective effects of endurance exercise on 

apoptosis induced in the cerebellum by 

hyperglycemia in STZ-type diabetic rats. 

In our study, diabetic animals had higher blood 

glucose compared with control group. The level of 

glucose in the diabetic animals was reduced 

following 6 weeks endurance training, suggesting 

that the prescribed exercise regimen resulted in a 

reduction of blood glucose after inducing diabetes. 

Although the training protocol improved the blood 

glucose in diabetic animals, it did not able to return 

blood glucose to normal level. These results reflect 

the chronic adaptations induced by exercise training 

in diabetic patients that has been reported in previous 

study (18). Apoptosis confirmed by detection of 

increased AIF proteins in cerebellum of diabetic rats. 

The releasing of AIF; as final effector of apoptosis 

reduced in trained, diabetic animals when compared 

with untrained, diabetic rats. Although endurance 

training had beneficial effects against diabetes 

induced apoptosis in cerebellum, it could not return 

the levels of studied factors to normal values, 

confirming that exercise can only use as a 

complementary approach to attenuate the adverse 

effects of hyperglycemia in cerebellum. Based on our 

knowledge data on cerebellar changes at molecular 

levels in diabetic condition are more limited and less 

studied (18, 20). Previous works have confirmed the 

presence of mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative 

stress in different regions of brain in diabetic animal 

model that can trigger the apoptosis and cell death. 

One of the main contributions of the present 

study was to show for the first time that the 

apoptosis related molecular events promoted in 

the cerebellum of rats by hyperglycemia can be 

minimized following endurance physical 

exercise. In our study, we found that endurance 

exercise could reduce the release of AIF into the 

cytosol in cerebellum of diabetic animals. Several 

studies have shown that bcl2 protein family 

members are important components of the 

apoptosis process that regulate mitochondrial 

outer membrane permeability and release of 

proapoptotic factors, such as cytochrome c and 

AIF from mitochondria, and this may be a 

mechanism It is important for diabetes related to 

neurological disorders (8). 

Excess glucose for insulin-dependent tissues 

such as the brain can increase mitochondrial and 

glycolysis metabolic pathways and NADH 

accumulation in mitochondria and oxidative 

stress (21). New evidence confirms the indirect 

regulation of mitochondrial biogenesis by 

contributing to AIF and oxidative 

phosphorylation system, and acts as an 

antioxidant when entrapped in the mitochondrial 

(6). Reduction of NAD+ in diabetic conditions 

balances the inactive monomeric form of AIF, 

which can pass through mitochondrial membrane 

openings, release into the cytosol and then move 

to the nucleus, where it contribute to lethal 

processes such as chromatinolysis. (22). 

Recently, research has shown that exercise can 

balance the NAD+/NADH ratio in mitochondria 

and prevent NAD+ accumulation through various 

mechanisms such as activation of NAD+ 

mitochondrial cycles, PPAR related O2 

consumption and uncoupling of ATP synthesis, 

NAM phosphoribosyl transferase (23). It is likely 

that exercise prevents the accumulation of NAD+ 

and subsequent apoptotic events by reducing 

blood glucose levels and glucose uptake by the 

brain. To confirm this opinion, recent research by 

Honkala et al. (24) showed that Aerobic exercise 

can reduce brain glucose uptake in different areas 

of the cerebral cortex. Further study are necessary 

to determine the molecular mechanism of 

endurance training on attenuation of release or 

expression of apoptotic factors in cerebellum in 

diabetes condition. 
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CONCLUSION 
This study provides the first evidence that six 

weeks endurance exercise training attenuate 

apoptosis events in cerebellum of diabetic rats. 

Our results confirmed the role of aerobic exercise 

in improving cerebellum molecular disturbances 

in diabetic patients that may lead to the 

development of novel therapeutic strategy for 

improvement of diabetes neuropathy. Further 

studies are needed to identify the best time to start 

aerobic exercise after diabetes incidence and the 

best exercise protocol with various duration and 

intensity to obtain the best effects. 

APPLICABLE REMARKS 
According to the results of this study, people are 

recommended to use endurance exercise training to 

improve cerebellum molecular disturbances in 

diabetic patients that may lead to the development 

of novel therapeutic strategy for improvement of 

diabetes neuropathy. 
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